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It's incredible how quickly paradise can
turn into a nightmare when you're
cruising. One minute we were ambling
along in flat seas with a 15-knot wind at
night in the far east of the Louisiades in
Papua New Guinea and the next disaster
struck.

I was on watch and thinking about all
the wonderful places we had seen over
Lhe past ferr months as parL of the
Yorkeys Knob Louisiades Rally.
Memories of isolated coral islands
surrounded by crystal-clear water,
showcasing the abundant coral and fish,
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and all beautifull5 cared for by Lhe

friendly local people. Our yacht had
performed without fault, and we were
about to re-enter the Coral Sea to begin
the 580nm to Townsville. My dreaming
came to an abrupt end when the Yacht
jolted and lurched.

Olga had been below sleeping and
was quickly awake and on deck. Our
chartplotter still had us in deep water.
We were still moving slowly, so I turned
the yacht back on the reverse tack but
another bump stopped us again. We
could not see any reefbut darkness

makes everything so much harder in
coral-infested u'aters. With sails
dropped and motor going, we tried to
move slorvll' out of a maze where we
could not see the u alls,
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In hindsight this lvas not a wise move,
and u'e quickl5r found ourselves blocked
and then blou,n sideways onto a large
coral bommie.

While rn,e n'ere in a protected part of
the reef the gentle waves coming
through would lift the yacht up slightly
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and then drop us onto the reef. I jumped
into the warm waters with a torch to
quickly see that our solid lead lving keel
was sitting on a flat section and was
turning coral into sand as each rvave
passed from end to end. The noise rvas
the most distressing. To see I'our home
being violently lifted up and slamn.ied
down is not something I ever \\'ant to
repeat. It was 11.30pm and in Lhe spare
of one hour we offloaded the inflatable.
connected the outboard, deployecl tu o
side anchors and checked the hull,
rudder and keel integrity.
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Olga and I then sat in the cockpit and
had that wonderful discussion that
starts with "now what?" Given our
extreme isolation near Rosseli Island,
and that we were not sure how long the
yacht was going to hold up, we made
the decision to deploy the 406 MHz
EPIRB and actlvate the DSC on the HF
radio. With nothing much else to do we
packed our valuables into the water-
proofbags, checked that the inflatable
was geared up and waited. The plan was
to wait until daylight, then see what we
could do. Thankfully we were not taking
on water and the weather conditions
r,vere favourable.
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Imagine my surprise when the VHF
radio came to life at 4am with a strong
Indian accent: "MV Beach Galaxy calling
Orpailieur. do 5'ou read". I quickly
responded and outlined our situation to
them. Thev rr ere ir-rsistent, in a friendh.

ABOVE Olga chatting with the not very shy
Panapompom children during the earlier part
of the voyage.

LEFT Lovely picture - but danger Iies just
below the surface. Stuck on a beautiful reef
with Sudest lsland in the bacrorouno.

way, that we should prepare to abandon
the yacht, and they would pick us up.
MV Beach Galaxy is a 145m-long tanker
and said it was difficult for them to
maintain position. "Let me know if I can
be of assistance. How, please? Australia
Search and Rescue is asking what
assistance you need. There is an aircraft
in position. Do I understand you want to
be towed off?"

I replied that we were intact and
hoped to be able to float the yacht off
with the rising ticle. MV Beach Galaxy
was clearly keen to rescue us and keep
moving. However, we continued to insist
that we were not willing to leave the
yacht. The massive lights from the
tanker were re-assuring, but I felt
terribly embarrassed that a large ship
had to divert its course for a cruising
yacht. I even trled to assure them that
we would manage, and they could go,
but it seems that the Rescue
Coordination Centre in Ausrali:. rRCC
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needed to "release" them before the ship was allowed to
continue across the oceans.

I was even more amazed when at 4.30am another voice
broke the airwaves. "Orpailleur. this is rescue aircraft 441.
Mark speaking". I could see the Dornier aircraft lights and
outlined our position. Mark told us they had flown from
Cairns to co-ordinate the rescue effort. I outlined that the
yacht seemed to be in good condition. battery levels were full,
we had enough fuel, and water was plentl'. Rescue 441 then
proceeded to use their cruising altitude to broadcast messages
asking for any nearby yachts to render us assistance. We were
in a very isolated region of PNG. Tyron Ba5. on Rossell Island
had only seen five outside vessels this year. But my poor
friends on the catamaran Aussie Oi were n oken u'lth the MV
Beach Galary calls at 2am. At 5am Jim and Kerrv rvere able to
advise the aircraft that thelr rvould proceed to our assistance
fronr tl-reir anchorage at Tlron Ba1'. At this stage Mark
contacted \1\'Beach Galarl'and "released them from their
dutr'". Rescue -l-i1 then adr ised me thel needed to return
because of fuel limits, and I thanked them.
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I sat in the cockpit surrounded by the glow of the dawn,
stunned at the train of events that had been triggered by the
EPIRB. Little did I know then that at zam the RCC phoned my
father and a good friend (Dave from SV Piper) and told them I
had triggered a distress signal. Thankfully at 5am they phoned
back to say we appeared to be OK. We did not have a working
satellite phone and this meant we were very iimited in being
able to contact the RCC or friends. This will be chanoed for
the next trip.

As dawn pulled back the curtains of the night and revealed
our situation we could begin to assess just how much of a
mess we were in. A longer dive reveaied that the keel had
created a sandy pad and the rudder had etched itself into the
coral with some minor fibreglass damage. The side anchors
were doing a terrific job at holding us steady and with a rising
tide we winched ourselves away from the coral with loud cries
of relief. Aussie Oi arrived just as we were dancing around for
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ABOVE Old meets new at Panapompom - yet I wonder who had the
most suitable vessel?
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joy and helped retrieve our anchor. Kerry then advised RCC
and the approaching rescue yachts, Bannister, Sanctuary and
Dancer, that all seemed to be fine, and we headed off to Nimoa
Island for a much-needed sleeo.
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The role that the EPIRB and RCC pla5-ed in the mishap
surprised everyone I spoke to. Such a rapid and serious
response to an isolated location ln another country can on15

be considered astounding. Clearly deploying the EPIRB is a
serious act, butjust how serious does it have to be?

The RCC did not criticise me for deploying the EPIRB while
the yacht was still serviceable, despite my horror at wasting
tax dollars on the assistance. Undoubtedly having all your
contact details up to date (www.amsa.gov.au/beacons) is
critical. However, think carefully about the suitability of the
emergency contact people. The RCC can even record your
planned trip details.
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In hindsight I made the mistake of assuming the electronic
charts were sufficient in very deep waters (_+500m) and
clearly having a close eye on the paper charts is a prudent
habit, particularly in remote areas. I am also considering
changing the depthsounder from a simple numbers-only
display to a plotter style because this provides a valuable
history ofthe sea floor structure.
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To all the people who assisted us, Olga and I wiil remain
forever grateful in a way that only the cruising community can
understand. While I hope never to press that EPIRB button
again, I am reminded by Hendrik and Hanny on SV Bannister
that there two types of cruisers: those who have hit a reef and
those that will.

crulslnghelmsman Stuart Kini n month

Stuart is a marine ecologist based in Townsville and
lives aboard the 1991 Hunter Legend 433 Orpailleur
with Olga and sons Sam and Angus. He started with
Mirror dinghy sailing on the Gippsland Lakes when

young and has spent the last eight years sailing the Queensland
coastal areas in a shared 35-vear-old Thunderbird. Stardust ll.
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